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Abstract

Agile Earth observation satellites are satellites orbiting Earth
with the purpose to gather information of the Earth’s surface
by slewing the satellite toward regions of interest. Constraints
arise not only from dynamical and kinematic aspects of the
satellite and its sensors. Regions of interest change over time
and bad weather can conceal important observation targets.
This results in a constant need to replan the satellite’s tasks
and raises the desire to automatize this planning process. We
consider the Earth observation problem with the help of the
module extension of the numerical planning system Temporal
Fast Downward. Complex satellite slew maneuvers are calcu-
lated within modules, while the planner selects and schedules
the regions to be scanned. First results encourage deeper re-
search in this area so that forthcoming satellite space missions
can draw on automated planning to improve the performance
of agile Earth observation tasks.

Introduction
We are interested in the feasibility of automated planning
techniques in the context of Earth observation scenarios.
The task of Earth observation missions is to scan regions
of interest, straight stripes referred to as patches, during the
flyover.

A task in the context of an Earth observation mission is
to select and to schedule a sequence of observation patches.
Determining the sequence of patches is a rather simple dis-
crete planning problem for current automated planning sys-
tems. However, complex numerical calculations have to be
performed to determine the slew maneuver of the satellite
to approach and scan a patch. The feasibility of the dis-
crete plan tightly depends on the continuous aspects since
it has to consider the satellite’s orbital motion, its attitude
and angular rate as well as its torque capability in realistic
scenarios. Instrument alignment and required scan velocity
pose additional constraints. The feasibility of slews between
two successive scans depends on the satellite’s attitude, an-
gular rate and position and is varying in time. Any decision
to scan a certain patch at a certain position in orbit may af-
fect the feasibility of future scan maneuvers. This makes
the problem difficult to solve in case of larger sets of patch
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observations. Nevertheless, it allows to decouple the deter-
ministic planning task, form the numeric calculations which
makes Earth observation an appealing task for modular plan-
ning systems e.g. Temporal Fast Downward with Modules
(TFD/M) (Dornhege et al. 2009).

In recent years, potent automated planning systems
emerged from the planning community. Often, these plan-
ners are tested on IPC benchmark domains. While these
benchmarks are well suited to determine strengths and
weaknesses of different planning systems, the potential for
industrial applications has not been fully exploited yet. We
aim to solve realistic problems relevant to industrial needs.
Other examples of successful industrial applications include
work of Penna et al. (2010) and Fox, Long, and Maga-
zzeni (2011). Thereby, weaknesses of current planning sys-
tems are discovered, so that future research can support the
applicability of real world problems.

We found the planning system TFD/M to be suitable for
our purpose. In TFD, numerical calculations, in our case
slew maneuvers of the satellite, are outsourced into modules,
while the basic planning problem, the selection and schedul-
ing of the patches, is performed by TFD.

Basics
In this section we define the Earth observation task. After-
wards, we will show how to solve the problem by an au-
tomated planning system. We contemplate over automated
planning systems in general at first before considering the
TFD/M planning system.

Earth observation
Earth observation missions are an important topic in
aerospace where the goal is to scan the Earth’s surface with
the help of satellites. Earth observation applications in-
clude among others geodesy, cartography, climatology and
weather forecast. Depending on the desired application, dif-
ferent sensors from radar over infrared to visual sensors are
used. The patches of interest are straight stripes that have to
be scanned at a constant scan velocity which depends on the
sensors used. The satellite has only restricted storage capac-
ities and has to dump collected data to a ground station from
time to time. The regions of interest change over time, and
weather influences the visibility of interesting patches. Earth
observation tasks vary in the agility of sensors which usually



depends on the sensor’s weight. Some instruments can be
aligned to regions of interest without altering the attitude of
the satellite. Agile Earth observation tasks considered in this
paper carry heavy instruments which are firmly fixed to the
satellite. Patches are scanned by slewing the satellite’s line
of site towards the regions of interest.

As of now, human experts identify reasonable and feasi-
ble maneuvers by hand. The identified maneuvers are then
optimized and verified by potent physics simulation tools,
before they are transmitted to the satellite.

Modeling a Planning Problem
To solve a real world planning problem with an automatized
planning system, it is necessary to model it first. Formally,
a planning task is defined as tuple 〈V, s0, s?,O〉. The set of
variables V contains Boolean variables with domain {>,⊥}
as well as numeric variables with domain dom(v) ⊆ Q for
v ∈ V . The states of the planning problem are assignments
of all variables v ∈ V to a value in their domain and s0 is
the initial state. The goal states s? are defined by a partial
assignment over some of the logical variables. The set of
operators O contains operator triples 〈C,E, c〉 consisting of
preconditions C, effects E and an action cost c.

Driven by the International Planning Competition IPC,
the predominant language to describe planning tasks is
the Planing Domain Description Language (PDDL) (Ghal-
lab et al. 1998). The interface for “semantic attach-
ments” in PDDL (Dornhege et al. 2009) allows the ad-
dition of three types of modules to the planning do-
main: conditionchecker modules, cost modules and
effect modules. Conditionchecker modules evalu-
ate to logical (Boolean) variables that occur in the precondi-
tion of a planning operator. Similarly, cost modules repre-
sent numeric variables. When cost modules occur in the
precondition of a planning operator, the numeric value is
compared to another numerical statement with a compari-
son operator {<,≤,=,≥, >} while it can also be used di-
rectly to determine the action cost. Finally, effect mod-
ules modify a set of variables in the planner state. The mod-
ified variables can be either logical or numeric variables.

Temporal Fast Downward with Modules
To solve a continuous planning problem such as the Earth
observation problem, a planning system capable of dealing
with numeric variables is required. Even though numeric
domains can be successfully solved with a numeric planner
(Löhr et al. 2012) it is favorable to outsource numeric com-
plexity into modules.

An extension of the fast downward (FD) planning sys-
tem (Helmert 2006) to allow for temporal and numerical
aspects (TFD) has been proposed by Eyerich, Mattmüller,
and Röger (2009). TFD extends Fast Downwards Context
Enhanced Additive Heuristic to numerical variables. While
TFD supports numerical state variables, heuristic estimates
in numerical rich domains are coarse. To handle com-
plex numerical processes, the calculation should be sepa-
rated from the logical planning task. The modules exten-
sion TFD/M (Dornhege et al. 2009) allows to access “se-
mantic attachments”, modules that outsource the numerical

Figure 1: Earth observation scenario with subtrack of the
satellite and observation sites to be scanned.

calculations from the logical planning level. TFD/M inter-
leaves the causal planning problem “what to do” with the
numerical task “how to achieve it”. Neither a top-down nor
a bottom-up approach can satisfy the interdependency be-
tween low level calculations and high level plan structure,
and we therefore rely on an interleaved approach. A classi-
cal top-down decomposition of the planning task solves the
problem on an abstract symbolic domain, and then refines
that symbolic plan. In the case of Earth observation the
planner would first schedule the sequence of patches to be
scanned, while the maneuvers to follow this sequence would
then be calculated in a refinement step. The drawback of a
top-down approach is, that high-level solutions can be in-
correct or pose contingencies for low-level planners. Even
if the maneuvers are feasible, the resulting plan is unlikely
to be good. The opposite approach, a bottom-up decompo-
sition, precomputes all refined solutions, so that a higher
level symbolic planner can then draw on the lower level
plans. While the resulting plans are usually optimal, pre-
computing all low level solutions requires excessive mem-
ory and runtime. In continuous settings there are infinitely
many low level plans. In the Earth observation scenario, all
possible maneuvers would have to be precomputed which is
intractable even for coarse discretizations. The semantic at-
tachments of TFD evaluate the decomposition of a symbolic
action on demand and can thus involve the interdependency
between high level symbolic actions and low level numeric
calculations. This allows TFD/M to solve an Earth observa-
tion task as presented in the next section.

Planning the Earth observation task
We described the Earth observation scenario problem, and
a tool to solve it: TFD/M. When solving Earth observation
problems with TFD/M, the continuous world has to be dis-
cretized. Then, we can exploit the strength of modern plan-
ning systems: the selection and scheduling of the good ac-
tions.

Our general framework is a three step process. At first,
we precompile the real world problem into a planning task,
at second solve this planning task with TFD/M and finally
verify the planned results with a physics simulator. The pre-



Figure 2: Planning Problem obtained from the Earth obser-
vation scenario of Figure 1 after preprocessing.

processing step reduces some of the numerical complexity
from the planning problem. We consider the subtrack ob-
tained by projecting the satellite perpendicular to the earth
surface and peel off a stripe of the Earth’s surface following
the subtrack. The width of the peeled off stripe includes all
patches that are within the satellite’s visual range determined
by its maximal angular deflection. For an example, consider
the Earth observation scenario in Figure 1. The ground track
of the satellite is depicted by a green line. The patches to be
scanned are depicted in red. Some of the patches in north
west Africa are out of range of the satellite’s sensors. The
planning problem that arises after preprocessing is depicted
in Figure 2. The green patches correspond to the observation
sites in Figure 1. In the planning problem we omit Earth’s
curvature and treat the surface of the precompiled problem
as long plane with a satellite flying over it on an orbit de-
picted in olive green (Figure 2). If the problem horizon en-
tails multiple satellite orbits, the same “patch” can be vis-
ible from different orbit positions. This results in multiple
instances of the same patch in the precompiled stripe, usu-
ally in different orientation. To distinguish such patches, we
use the term observation site for a site on Earth that has to
be scanned, and use patch for a concrete instance observed
from the current orbit.

Scanning patches corresponds to achieving soft goals be-
cause it is not always possible to scan all patches in the plan-
ning problem. Following Keyder and Geffner (2009) we in-
troduce an action to ignore an observation site, which re-
sults in a high penalty cost. By modifying the penalty for
ignoring a patch, the observation sites can be given different
priorities. The goal of the planning problem is to deal with
all observation sites, which can be done by either scanning
a patch, or by actively ignoring it. While scanning occurs at
a cost depending on the optimization criterion of the plan-
ning problem (e.g. available time or energy consumption)
ignoring an observation site occurs at a much larger penalty
cost.

The state variables V of the Earth observation planning
problem contain logical variables as well as numerical ones.
Some “variables” can not change their value during the

planning process and we refer to them as constants. We
use the common notion of fluents for variables that can
be manipulated by the planning operators. The state of
the Earth observation scenario contains Boolean constants
(e.g. (belongsto ?patch ?osite) describing that a
patch belongs to an observation site) Boolean fluents (e.g.
(dealt ?osite) describing that an observation site has
been processed) numerical constants describing satellite pa-
rameters (e.g. (roll-max ?sat) describing the maxi-
mal roll angle of the satellite) as well as numerical fluents
(e.g. (roll-angle ?sat) describing the current roll
angle of the satellite).

In the initial state s0, no observation site has been dealt
with, the numerical fluents describe the satellite’s current
orbit position, attitude and angular rates. The numeric con-
stants model the attitude constraints of the satellite such as
maximal angle deflection and maximal angular rates. The
goal states s? of the planning task are all states, where all
observation sites have been dealt with. The planning opera-
tors O are scan to scan a patch and ignore to ignore an
observation site.

Discretization
To model the Earth observation scenario, each state of the
Earth observation planning problem describes a “snapshot”
of the continuous world. Usually the satellite has just
scanned a patch and the numeric state fluents describe the
attitude and rate of the satellite in this position with line of
sight toward the end of the patch. Discrete planning deci-
sions are made between these snapshot states. The available
actions at such a state are to either scan or to ignore one
of the remaining patches. While ignoring a patch results in
a discrete successor state only altering Boolean fluents, de-
termining the successor snapshot state of the planner after
applying a scan action is not obvious. As the world is con-
tinuous, deciding for the next patch to scan could result in
infinitely many possible successor states, since it is possible
to scan a patch from different positions in the orbit. To com-
mit to one discrete successor state after deciding for a patch
to scan, we make the following assumption:

Assumption 1. It is always best to scan a patch as soon as
possible.

We assume that it is always best to scan the chosen patch
as soon as possible, thus leaving wider scope for future ac-
tions. This assumption implies that it is more important to
scan many patches than to scan them with a good image
quality which is usually obtained when the angular deflec-
tion of the satellite’s line of sight is minimal. It is not ob-
vious how to calculate the earliest possible satellite state to
scan the patch.

In the following we will show how this “earliest possi-
ble” satellite state at the start of the scan maneuver can be
estimated. We will first look at the extreme positions and
omit the constraints posed from other patches. Then we will
propose a method based on interval nesting to determine the
earliest possible orbit position to start scanning the selected
patch. At first we consider the case, where the patch to scan
is far away from the satellite’s current orbit position. The
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Figure 3: Satellite states to determine the earliest possible
position to scan the patch

earliest possible approach configuration of a satellite is ob-
tained by deflecting the satellite as far possible. The maxi-
mal deflection is limited by the maximal angle under which
the sensor can operate.

An example is illustrated in Figure 3. The subtrack of the
satellite is depicted by the dashed line. The left satellite in
the left graphic depicts the state of the satellite at the earliest
orbit position x− to scan the patch. There, the satellite is
deflected with the maximal angle αmax towards the patch.
However, the attitude dynamic constraints of the satellite
could be violated by scanning the patch starting form x−.
After scanning, the satellite would be in the infeasible state
depicted on the right side of the left graphic in Figure 3. In
this case, the state of the satellite when exiting the patch is
critical to approach the patch as early as possible. The right
satellite in the graphic on the right depicts the earliest pos-
sible satellite state to finish scanning the patch. This state is
reached, if the scan started at orbit position x+. The orbit
position x+ can be calculated because the scan time needed
for scanning the patch tscan and the orbital velocity vorb are
known. Depending on the scanning speed and the orienta-
tion of the patch relative to the satellite’s subtrack position,
either x− or x+ can be the critical earliest possible orbit po-
sitions to scan the patch. The satellite state sfirst is the state
adopted at the earliest possible orbit position max(x−, x+).

Analogously the last possible orbit position to scan the
patch can be computed by minimizing over the latest atti-
tude under which the satellite can start or end a scan, where
the satellite adopts state slast. All feasible maneuvers to
scan the patch are in the interval between the orbit positions
at sfirst and slast. In real planning problems with multi-
ple patches it is not likely that all patches can be scanned
as early as sfirst. Instead, scanning a patch should start as
soon as possible from the satellite’s current state. Unfortu-
nately, neither the satellite’s orbit position nor its attitude af-
ter executing this best slew maneuver are known in advance.
The principal problem of finding the earliest orbit position
to start the next scan builds a non-linear equation system for
which no closed form solutions methods are known to us.
We therefore approximate the satellite state with the help of
interval nesting.

The flow chart in Figure 4 illustrates the mathematical cal-
culations needed inside a scan planning operator, which
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Figure 4: Inside a scan-patch planning operator. Green
boxes can be calculated by Function 1 while green diamonds
are calculated by Function 2.

approximates the earliest orbit position to scan the patch
as well as the corresponding slew maneuver. Two types of
mathematical calculations have to be performed frequently
in an Earth observation planning task:

Function 1. Determine the satellite’s state (attitude and an-
gular rates) from a given orbit position when pointing to-
wards a patch, with angular rates satisfying the vectorial
velocity for scanning the patch.

Function 2. Determine the feasibility of a maneuver given
two satellite states.

We will take a deeper look at the mathematical calcula-
tion of Function 1 and Function 2 in the next section and



assume for now that both functions can be computed effi-
ciently. The green boxes in the flow chart in Figure 4 are
all instances of Function 1 while the green diamonds can be
calculated with Function 2. The orbit position after the opti-
mal slew maneuver from the current state of the satellite to
the best approach state lies in the interval between the orbit
position at sfirst and slast. If a maneuver from the current
satellite state scurrent to the earliest possible scan configu-
ration is possible, this maneuver from scurrent to sfirst is
optimal, and can be returned. After scanning the patch the
satellite adopts state send, with an orbit position depending
on orbital velocity and the scanning time, both of which are
given in the domain description. The deliberations made for
sfirst and depicted in Figure 3 ensure that send is valid. If
the maneuver from scurrent to sfirst is infeasible, it is used
as lower bound slow of an interval nesting, and slast is calcu-
lated as latest possible orbit position to scan the patch. If the
maneuver to slast is infeasible, the patch can not be scanned
at all. Otherwise, the satellite’s state of a time optimal ma-
neuver is found between the unreachable lower bound slow
and the reachable but not time optimal upper bound satellite
state sup = slast. Unless the maximal nesting depth is ex-
ceeded, we determine the satellite state smid in the middle
of the boundaries with the help of Function 1, and check if
the maneuver from the current satellite configuration to the
middle configuration is feasible with the help of Function 2.
If the maneuver is feasible, a better upper bound has been
found, while the smid is used as lower bound if the time
slew time is exceeded.

In our implementation we limit the depth of the interval
nesting to 10 which offers a good trade-off between run-time
(less than 1 ms) of the operation and precision (approxi-
mately 10 m deviation). We note that more sophisticated
interval nesting methods to determine the orbit position of
the most promising middle configuration could be used.

While we calculate the satellite’s attitude and angular
rates send after scanning, we do not check if the maneuver
from sup to send is feasible with our method described in
Function 2.

Assumption 2. When entry and exit configuration are fea-
sible, the whole scan maneuver is.

The maneuver of the satellite during a scan is given by
kinematical constraints and not considered here in this paper.

As mentioned earlier, the extension of the PDDL planning
language allows planning operators to contain three types of
modules: conditionchecker modules, cost modules
and effect modules. In our implementation, scanning
a patch is decoupled into two actions approach-patch
and scan-patch. This is mostly done for technical rea-
sons, since it is easier to determine the satellite state after
each operator execution during planning which makes it eas-
ier to verify the feasibility of the plan during post processing.
Within these two operations, we use five modules, which all
calculate parts of the flow chart of Figure 4. To avoid the
recalculation of the same function, a database stores all cal-
culations performed by Function 1 and Function 2. The time
intensive interval nesting is therefore only computed once
for each configuration.

The modules executed by the approach-patch opera-
tor all follow the flow chart diagram (Figure 4) and basically
compute the same thing. A conditionchecker-module
approach-patch-possible tests, if approaching a
patch is possible, a cost-module approach-time de-
termines the maneuver time to approach the patch, and fi-
nally an effect-module approach-effect modifies
the planning state and sets the planning variables of the
satellite to sup. The modules used in the scan-patch
operator are a rather simple module scan-time that cal-
culates the time needed for scanning. We do not need a
conditionchecker module, since Assumption 2 en-
sures that the feasibility of each scan is already checked by
approaching the patch. The scan-effect module obvi-
ously sets the planner state of the variables concerning the
satellite to send. Additionally the planning operator sets the
corresponding observation site dealt variable to true.

Satellite Attitude Dynamics

In the previous section we have identified two mathemat-
ical functions calculating the attitude and angular rates of
the satellite and the feasibility of the slew maneuvers. Both
have to be calculated frequently within the modules of the
planner. Function 1 consists of two parts: determining the
attitude of the satellite when pointing towards the targeted
patch, and the angular rates of the satellite that is necessary
to scan the patch. Afterwards we will present the calcula-
tions for Function 2 that checks the feasibility of the slew
maneuver.

Coordinate Systems The Earth observation scenario is
preprocessed from the Earth spherical coordinates (see Fig-
ure 1) to a flat cartesian coordinate system along the subtrack
of the satellite (see Figure 2). The x-axis points in flight
direction, the z-axis points towards center of Earth (Nadir)
and the y-axis completes the right hand coordinate system.
The center of the coordinate system lies within the center
of mass of the satellite at time t0. This Earth fixed plan-
ning frame is notated as N-frame. The satellite’s body-fixed
frame is referred to as B-frame, where the z-axis is assumed
to be coaxial with the instruments line of sight. A vector x in
N-frame is notated as xN , in body fixed coordinates as xB ,
respectively and its norm is denoted as ‖xN‖. The compo-
nents of a vector are identified by stating the respective axis
in subscript e.g. pN = [pNx , p

N
y , p

N
z ].

Attitude Determination We define the attitude of the
satellite’s fixed body-frame, the B-frame by its Euler angles
with respect to the N-frame. The roll angle φ is defined by
a rotation of the satellite around the x-axis and the roll rate
is referred to as φ̇. The pitch angle θ and pitch rate θ̇ are de-
fined around the y-axis and the yaw angle ψ and yaw rate ψ̇
are defined around the z-axis respectively. Vectors defined in
the N-frame are transformed into the B-frame by the direct
cosine rotation matrix



DCMBN = DCMθ DCMφ DCMψ,where

DCMθ =

(
cos−θ 0 sin−θ

0 1 0
sin θ 0 cos−θ

)

DCMφ =

(
1 0 0
0 cos−φ sinφ
0 sin−φ cos−φ

)
(1)

DCMψ =

(
cos−ψ sinψ 0
sin−ψ cos−ψ 0

0 0 1

)
.

Figure 5: Geometry of an exemplary patch position

The patch to be observed is specified by a start coordinate
PNstart and an end coordinate PNend and has to be scanned
with a constant scan velocity vscan. The direction of the
patch is given by

pN = PNend − PNstart
with length l = ‖pN‖ which leads to the scan time

tscan =
l

vscan
.

To scan a patch from an orbit position xNS/C , the instru-
ment’s line of sight has to point to the start position of the
patch, which corresponds to a specific attitude DCMBN of
the B-frame with respect to the N-frame. Additionally the
angular rate of the satellite ωS/C = [φ̇, θ̇, ψ̇]T is specified
by the scan velocity of the patch. The attitude and angu-
lar rate of the satellite after scanning a patch can be ob-
tained similarly. Here the satellite has also a specified at-
titude DCMBN and angular rate ωS/C depending on the
new orbit position at x

′N
S/C = xNS/C + vNGT tscan and the

end position of the patch. Both, attitude and angular rate are

functions of xNS/C and patch point PN to be aimed at. In
order to calculate the attitude DCMBN we sequence rota-
tions around the yaw axis, the roll axis and the pitch axis.
The satellite yaws with angle ψ, as depicted in Figure 5.

ψ = arctan
pNy
pNx

The line of sight vector rN = [PN − xNS/C ] points from the
spacecraft to a start point or to an end point of a patch. This
is firstly rotated to a auxiliary frame H with angle ψ

rH = DCMHN
Ψ rN

which yields the roll angle

φ = arctan(
dφ

h
)

and the pitch angle

θ = arctan(
dθ√

h2 + dφ2
),

where dφ = rHy and dθ = rHx . The direct cosine matrix, that
defines the attitude of the satellite pointing the instrument to
a start or end point of a patch, can finally be computed by
Equation 1.

Angular Rate Determination The required scan velocity
of the line of sight at the patch

vNscan = vscan
pN

‖pN‖
is generated by the subtrack velocity vNGT and a compensat-
ing velocity induced by a rotation of the satellite

vNcomp = vNscan − vNGT .

Using the compensation velocity transformed to the B-frame

vBcomp = DCMBNvNcomp
and the line of sight vector in body frame

rB = DCMBNrN

the angular rate in body frame ωB can be implicitly obtained
by

vBcomp = ωB × rB

The compensation velocity is a cross product of the satellite
rotation and the line of sight vector

vBcomp =

[
ωx
ωy
ωz

]
×
[

0
0
‖r‖

]
=

[
ωy‖r‖
−ωx‖r‖

0

]

which leads to ωBy =
vBcomp.x

‖r‖ and ωBx = − vBcomp.y

‖r‖ . The
angular rate in N-frame finally is given by

ωN = DCMBNωB .



Slew Feasibility We are interested to check the feasibility
of a slew maneuver between two arbitrary patches meaning
a maneuver that slews the satellite from an arbitrary initial
attitude and angular rate to a desired attitude and angular
rate. Ideally the necessary torque profile in B-frame is anal-
ysed. This is computationally expensive and exceeds the
acceptable runtime of modules by far. Therefore we intro-
duce conservative assumptions to be able to quickly check
the feasibility of a slew.

Note on Maximum Torques Torques T acting on a rigid
body and the resulting angular rates ω in body fixed coordi-
nates are connected by the well known Euler equation

TB = JBωB + ωB × JBωB , (2)

where J is the (here diagonal) inertia matrix of the satellite.
During the slew the coupling of the axes is compensated by
nonlinear feedback control such that

TB = TBC + TBmax, where (3)

TBC = ωB × JBωB . (4)
This allows to assess the maximum angular acceleration
which can be realized during a slew around an axis i of the
B-frame

ω̇Bmax,i =
TBmax,i
Jii

. (5)

Slew Feasibility The calculation of the slew maneuver is
done in the N-frame to reduce the computational cost. How-
ever, the torques have physically to be generated in the body
fixed frame. Therefore we use a conservative upper border
for the maximum allowable angular acceleration in N-frame

ω̇Nmax = min
i

√
(ω̇Bmax,i)

2

3
(6)

such that the resulting torques in the body fixed B-frame can-
not be exceeded. We use a steplike angular acceleration pro-
file with duration ∆t see Figure 6.

t

ω̇

ω̇1

ω̇2

0 ts ∆t

A

Figure 6: Generic steplike torque profile around one axis of
the N-frame

The slew is calculated around each axis separately. Start-
ing with the angular rate ω(t0)N at the beginning of the slew
and the initial Euler angle α(t0) corresponding to φ(t0),
θ(t0) or ψ(t0) and the desired angular rate ω(t0 + ∆t) and

angle α(t0 + ∆t), respectively, the necessary change of the
states in each axis is given by

∆α = α(t0 + ∆t)− α(t0)

∆ω = ωN (t0 + ∆t)− ωN (t0).

Integration yields

∆ω =

∆t∫
0

ω̇N (t) dt = ω̇1 ts + ω̇2 (∆t− ts), (7)

corresponding to Figure 6. We denote ts as switching time
in between both angular accelerations. The change in the
angle is

∆α =

∫∫ ∆t

0

ω̇N (t) dt dt

=
1

2
ω̇1t

2
s + ω(t0)ts +

1

2
ω̇2(∆t− ts)2

+ (ω(t0) + ω̇1ts)(∆t− ts). (8)

Equation 7 can be converted to

ω̇2 =
∆ω − ω̇1ts

∆t− ts
while Equations 7 and 8 yield

ts =
∆α− 1

2∆ω∆t− ω0∆t
1
2 ω̇1∆t− 1

2∆ω
. (9)

Equation 9 solely depends on the unknown initial angular
acceleration ω̇1. We set

ω̇1 := ±ω̇Nmax
under the assumption that it is always reasonable to begin
a slew with maximum angular acceleration in order to have
a maximum scope for the choice of ts and ω̇2. The correct
sign of ω̇1 can be found by evaluation of ts.

ω̇1 =

{
ω̇Nmax, ts > 0
−ω̇Nmax, ts < 0

Equation 9 is evaluated again, if necessary. If ts or ω̇2 holds
one of the following equations

ts < 0

ts > ∆t

|ω̇2| > ω̇Nmax

for any axis of the N-frame, the maneuver is infeasible1.

Experimental Results
To test the feasibility of our approach, we implemented
the precompiled planning problem from Figure 2 modeling
the Earth observation scenario from Figure 1 in PDDL and
solved it with TFD/M. Figure 7 shows a visualization of the

1It is worth to mention that the commanded maneuver in B-
frame could be feasible anyhow due to the conservatism induced in
Equation 6. This is part of future optimization.



Figure 7: Earth observation scenario with subtrack of the satellite and observation sites to be scanned. The magenta colored
arrows depict the line of sight of the instrument during the slew maneuver.

intermediate states of the satellite extracted from the result-
ing plan. The satellite’s attitude is depicted by the current
body fixed frame in blue black and magenta.

The satellite slews towards the first patch to scan it at its
earliest possible state. The start of the scan maneuver of all
other patches is constrained by the attitude of the satellite
after scanning the previous patch, so all other maneuvers
have to be calculated by interval nesting.

The resulting plan happens to be optimal for the tested
planning instance given our assumptions and the satellite
parameters used. The leftmost patch cannot be scanned be-
cause the satellite’s state to start the scan maneuver is infea-
sible. In additional experiments we investigated the influ-
ence of increasing the maximal angular rates of the satellite
in the planning problem. In this case the slew maneuver
from the last patch to the ignored rightmost patch becomes
feasible. With more angular scope also the first patch is in
range and TFD/M finds a plan scanning six of the patches.

Although our approach is promising and seems to work
well in practice, optimality cannot be guaranteed, even re-
garding the inaccuracies of the model such as plain Earth
surface, circular orbits, etc. The interval nesting approach
is only iterated to a certain depth so that each scan action is
started at a minimally later orbit position than theoretically
possible. Now it is easy to construct a problem that will not
be solved optimally by our approach by adding a new patch
that is reachable by a slew maneuver from the orbit position
after scanning the previous patch from the theoretical earli-
est orbit position but not from the orbit position found by in-
terval nesting. Completeness can be achieved with the triv-
ial plan, but in scenarios where all patches could be scanned
it is not guaranteed that TFD/M will unnecessarily ignore
some observation sites with the analogous argument as for
optimality.

Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented an agile Earth observation task and an
automated planning system capable of solving it. Prelimi-
nary experiments show the feasibility of our approach. We
will continue our research in more complex problems.

The automated planning system TFD/M can be success-
fully applied to our Earth observation scenario. Neverthe-
less we believe that better planning systems could be devel-
oped for larger Earth observation tasks. As modeled, the
Earth observation problem does not involve temporal con-
currency, and the planning problem is even serialized arti-
ficially with the help of Boolean “idle” variables. While
numerical variables are required for the Earth observation
scenario, the temporal aspect of TFD is not. Many other
real world problems do not require temporal concurrency
but have to deal with complex numerical calculations in the
same way as TFD/M handles semantic attachments. A se-
rial numerical planner would hav to solve a problem with
a smaller branching factor of sequential actions instead of
time stamped states which offers the potential for better
heuristics. These heuristics could either be more informed
or faster to compute which increases the performance of a
planning system and therefore the industrial applicability.

The planning problem can be formalized with the seman-
tic attachments extension of the planning language PDDL.
However, it is strongly connected with the syntax in the
modules, and the interface between modules (implemented
in the programming language C++) and planning language
has to be maintained by hand. An object oriented planning
language would be better suited to setup the problem. A
promising approach that improves the communication be-
tween modules and planning problem is the Object Oriented
Planning Language OPL (Hertle 2011).

Satellites in an Earth observation mission have only lim-
ited storage capacities and have to dump collected data to a
ground station from time to time. We intend to model this
data handling in future implementations. Further improve-
ments include the handling of the satellite’s orbit which was
modeled to be circular, while it is somewhat elliptical in re-
ality. Considering the deviations from a circular orbit does
not change the general structure of our model and is benefi-
cial to better approximate the satellite’s real behavior.
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